The exceptionality of the skills of calendrical savants and the role of practice were investigated. Experiment 1 compared four autistic calendrical savants to Professor Conway, a distinguished mathematician with calendrical skills. Professor Conway answered questions over a greater range of years but some savants knew more calendrical regularities. Experiment 2 studied the development of a calendrical savant's ability to answer date questions for very remote future years. He started by making written calculations and progressed to mental calculation. His variation in response time for remote dates was similar to that for near dates. The findings are consistent with the view that calendrical savants develop their skills through practice. q
Calendrical calculation is the unusual skill of identifying weekdays corresponding to past and future dates. Calendrical savants are people with this skill in conjunction with pervasive developmental disorders or severe intellectual impairments. This paper compares calendrical savants to a mathematician and investigates a calendrical savant's improvement with practice.
Some propose calendrical savants develop their ability by memorizing calendars (Hill, 1978; Young & Nettelbeck, 1994) . This cannot explain savants who can answer date questions outside the range of calendars or make consistent errors outside current and recent centuries (Cowan, O'Connor, & Samella, 2003; O'Connor, Cowan, & Samella, 2000) .
Another proposal is that they have internalized a published formula for calculating weekdays for dates. This seems unlikely. Executing the formula requires an ability to do
